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Sirens are blazing 

News Stations are running  

Black is crying  

Black is falling 

Cameras are rolling  

Blue is the focus  

Blue is falling  

A trigger is pulled  

 BANG! BANG! 

A war has begun 

 

Lord,  

I ask for courage ~  

Courage for those to see the war for what it is 

 Sparked on the backbone of Media inflation 

Courage for the cameras to be put down and microphones to be muted  

Courage to face the backlash of my own words  

Screaming for them to see behind the Black and Blue 

There is a father behind the Black  

There is a father behind the Blue  

 Behind those fathers are their daughters 

Daughters who wait by the door for them to come home 

I ask for strength ~  

Strength to hold my tongue, lunging to say forbidden words 

 God forbid my words bite at yours   

Strength to not look at my phone when the Media puts on their show  

 Black was unarmed  

 Blue pulled the trigger  

 Black is a THUG  

 Blue is White with power 

 Black is innocent  

 Blue didn’t have a choice  

 Black put their hands up  

 

 Where is the truth if the camera only captures what it wants? 

  Editing out the oppression  

  Filtering in the corruption  

  Playing on a platform of contention  

 

 Dear God, 

Fathers just want to come home to their daughters 

   

I ask for dedication ~ 

The dedication it takes to not leave a daughter without a father 

 Waiting by the door 
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 BANG! BANG!  

Call in the Media 

Roll the cameras  

Start the war  

 You are now recording  

Turn off the fucking camera  

Filterer in humanity  

End this war generated from the perspective shoot through the lances of color  

I ask for the dedication it takes humanity to allow a father to come home 

 To their daughters waiting by the door  

I ask for the dedication it takes to change the story we have left on repeat  

 How long does it take for a lesson to be learned? 

 Does the lesson end with a daughter losing her father?   

 Waiting by the door  

 

Unravel the film strips strangling our fathers,  

Spitting out colors that mirror the identity of contention 

 

Just let my father come home. 

 

 

 


